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"The rousing notes of the bugle and the laughter and shouting increased the feeling of rebellion

within Ralph. As the last strains of the bugle call hovered in the clear mountain air, Ralph made up

his mind. He knew now what he was going to do. He was going to run away.Fed up with his timid

mother and uncle and his squirmy little cousins, Ralph hops onto his toy motorcycle and zooms

down the road to summer camp. It turns out camp is not all peanut butter and jelly sandwiches and

fun. A strict watchdog, a mouse-hungry cat, and a troubled boy named Garf lead Ralph on some

fur-raising escapades. Perhaps home isn't such a bad place to be, if only Ralph can find a way to

get there again. --This text refers to the Library Binding edition.
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Thank goodness there is a another book after this one! A while back, I had read The Mouse and the

Motorcycle (1st in the series) to my 3 young sons. They absolutely adored it. And I had already

known this was a 3 part series because of reading it myself when I was in elementary school. So

they were ecstatic to find out there was another! We just finished Runaway Ralph (#2) tonight &

they were all horrified when I said, "The End". I reassured them however that there was one more

book to go & they were quickly relieved. :) I do miss the twists & turns of excitement around every

corner at the Mountain view Inn, however a kid's camp for the setting of this book has a whole new

set of adventures & close calls for little Ralph. My 9, 6, & 3 & half year old son's interest was held

captive the entire time, just like the first book, and we're looking forward to starting the 3rd book



tomorrow to see just what Ralph S. Mouse has in store for us!

As a child, I read the Ralph Mouse books and loved them. As an adult, my nephew hated to read,

but loved motorcycles. So I bought them for him and he read them. He now has a baby that just

turned 1. His mother, a teacher, loves reading to him. So I bought some board books for the baby to

chew on and the Ralph Mouse series in hardcover. I loved the idea that the hardcover would last for

him to pass on to the next generation. When Mommy opened the gift, she was thrilled with the

Ralph Mouse books because my nephew had told her about reading them as a child. So he

remembered! Three generations growing up on Ralph Mouse. Thank you, Beverly Cleary. The only

thing that would have made these a better purchase is if I could have found a signed set.

Well written and very clever. My compliments to the author is she is still with us...

My son loves this book! He has read it several times:)

Loved the fun and adventure of this story. We would recommend this to anyone looking for a story

filled with suspense and excitement mixed in with a dash of friendship and integrity.

My grandson loved hearing me read it to him. Couldn't wait to hear another Beverly Cleary book.

Ralph is a character and so far Runaway Ralph has been a joy to share with my grandson. The

Beverly Cleary series is most engaging for my grandson and I and provides hours of shared

enjoyment. I highly recommend it!

Loved all of the adventures Ralph encounters on his journey to camp. Cute how he relates to dogs,

cats, kids & hamsters from a mouse point of view. My 6 & 9 year old can't get enough & I enjoyed it

also.
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